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The original CliffsNotes study guides offer expert commentary on major themes, plots, characters,

literary devices, and historical background. The latest generation of titles in the series also feature

glossaries and visual elements that complement the classic, familiar format.In CliffsNotes on Of

Mice and Men, you'll meet drifters Lennie and George and recount their peculiar difficulties and

unusual bond. The CliffsNotes commentaries, summaries, and character analysis will show you why

this sweet, sad, and moving American story is considered to be one of Steinbeck's greatest works.

You'll also findLife and background of the author, John SteinbeckA short introduction to the novelA

character map that graphically illustrates the relationships among the charactersCritical essaysA

review section that tests your knowledgeA Resource Center with books, Web sites, films, and

magazine articles for further studyClassic literature or modern modern-day treasure â€” you'll

understand it all with expert information and insight from CliffsNotes study guides.
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Perfect. A great addition to the book. if you have highschool boys, I highly recommend this. It helps

them understand the book and look deeper into the elements of the story. You still have to read the

book but it will help you comprehend the little details.

This has been a great help as I am helping my Grandson review the book as it is on his summer



reading list. Thus far it has been helpful in reviewing what he has read and then we go over various

parts of the book to make sure he is comprehending and discuss the chapters to make sure he

understands and will be able to discuss this intelligently when he returns to school in the fall.

Purchased for my son's HS Lit class. Since the class was fast-paced with a great deal of reading,

this summary was helpful in prepping for the test.

Great information about the author sets the stage for understanding where he is coming from. Well

written, informative chapter summaries bring out things you don't think about in our day and age

when you read the text. Essays in the back really make you think about the issues well beyond just

the text of the book. They make the book come alive with relevance for today's world.

This book, although it has a straightforward theme/meaning, can also be taken several completely

different ways, due to the characters' intents. Overall, this is still a great classic.

After reading this book, - needed a synopsis and some directed perspective to gain a deeper

understanding. This acted as a guided analysis after reading it.

My son has to read this over the summer for school. The cliff notes always help in understanding

the writer's intention better. It is as expected!

Good analysis and comprehensive review of characters, author and general themes.Helpful for

highlighting answers and approach for GCSE exam.
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